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TIMOTEX CREATES ‘THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ON-TRUCK
WEIGHING SCALES AVAILABLE’
On-truck weighing specialist Timotex has the most comprehensive choice of forklift truck
weighing equipment available. Its Fork Scale sits alongside the company’s acclaimed XL
hydraulic weighing system and its carriage scale.

The scale is available in two versions - as a checkweighing scale or as a Trade Approved
alternative. The latter allows users to weigh accurately for sales invoicing purposes, saving
time and streamlining materials handling efficiency.

The Timotex Fork Scale comprises two weighing forks which replace those already fitted to
the truck, effectively turning it into a combined handling and weighing unit. Most
importantly, no deration occurs and driver visibility remains the same. Accuracy is to within
0.1% of the applied load.
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Forklift trucks with FEM 2 and FEM 3 fork carriages up to 5 tonnes can be fitted with the
Fork Scale,” comments Timotex Managing Director Brian Millar. “Whether installed on a
new truck or one already in use, the procedure is simple and, moreover, requires virtually no
maintenance in operation.”

The scale has been designed with the rigours of use very much in mind. Solid construction,
including materials and components, ensure its ability to stand up to constant use - both in
warehouses and, with the benefit of IP65 certification, outside storage areas.

Two models of the scale are available for forklift trucks with a capacity of either 2500 kg or
5000 kg with the benefit of a choice of optional attachments that can be installed to meet the
user’s precise requirements. These include a printer and an RS 232 interface for downloading directly into a stock control program.

Fork Scale

Timotex offers an extensive range of mobile weighing solutions.
The full range comprises all known methods of load measurement for forklift trucks, electric
pallet trucks, stackers and hand pallet trucks. Static warehouse scales are also available.
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